DEVIL FACE
Square of red paper, WSM.

1. FUF diagonals.
2. Rabbit-ear each side, but NOT to middle line.
3. a) VF about 1/3 to horizon, b) not F along horizon.
4. Pleat.
5. VF.
6. VF.
7. Pleat.
8. VF.
9. VF.
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9. Lift flaps & squash-fold. (Note corner X+ where it lands)

10. IRF to align edges with middle crease.

11. VF w/squash at arrows.

12. Repeat steps 8-11 on right.

13. Flip.

14. VF peak

15. Bring upper to lie on top + flip.

If you bend the eyes forward a bit & hang the face below a light, the eyes will glow fiercely.

Finished Devil Face.